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the paper by Bomhofi’ (1982), an impressive set of data filtering

techniques is put to use in various ‘ways for making short-run predictions about
the money stock, aggregate output, and, in particular, the price level. Thest:
techniques have apparently been L[sed much more in other ;‘;elds than in economics. It is important, therefore,, to have somebody look carefully at their
potential for making unconditional economic predictions. I think it is fortunate
that Bomhofjf resisted the temptatl!on to make the model of the economy too
complex, thus enhancing its usefulness as a vehicle for illustrating this potential.
Instead, he demonstrates how these filtering techniques can be used at various
levels of complexity, from forming forecasts or the money stock when its
change is assumed to have unoj3servable permanent and transitory components with known relative variances to allowing these relative variances,
and subsequently also the yarame,lers of the mcney-demand function, to be
updated as well.
One may be concerned about how littlf, economic theory is brought
to bear and view these exercises as somewhat aJ hoc. I would argue, however,
that, for the purpose at hand\, it is not clear that the reliance on more economic theory would significantly improve on the predictions.
Within an aggregate context, there may b,? several motives for conducting empirical research, and it :is surely the caslz that the ur;efulness of alternative tatistical methods depends upon the purpose of the stud:!.
other than short-run predictions may be estimatmg a model within which
alternative government policies can be evaluated, OSusing aggregate data as :in
aid in determining what model features are essential for explaining the operating
characteristics of the economy. The latter task s.-IOU~ resurmblqs precede
the former. In either case, it is essential that models be specified at a level such
that the parameter
of preferences, tee
such as maximum likelihood met
east not corn
,

tationally feasible. Methods such as those of Hansen and Sargent (1980), in
which agents’ optimization problems are assumed hinearquadrstic, are extremely
useful for industry studies. It does not appear possible, however, to specify
aLwegate equilibrium models in detzkil and still stay strictly within the linearquadratic framework* One approach currently being pursued is to start with
more general nonlinear models for which the long-run or steady-state levels
can be determined analytically, and then approximate around these levels to
make the structure linear-quadratic. This appears reasonable when the deviations
are relatively small as is the case with most aggregate data. An alternative is to
work directly with nonlinear first-order conditions (see, e.g., Hansen and
Singleton, 1982). It is unclezu how far such methods car! be pushed in an aggregate context. The applic,ations so far have modelled very limited slices of the
economy, such as some elements of consumer behavior, while being nonspecific
out the production side, for examp!e.
Even if such methods were available, I would argue that, for the
purpose of searching for the essential model features to explain aggregate fluctuations, one would have to exercise a great deal of caution. While we would
definitely want to have the model specified at a level where the parameters are
policy invariant, formal econometric testing is not without problems. When
there are several canci’idates for model elements that cannot be excluded a
priori, these are often not nested. One may argu.:, also, that initially at least,
it is best for this purpose to keep t.he mod4 fairly abstract so that the contribution of various model elements is asI transparent as po;sible and the results
not driven too much by stochastic specifications, including measurement errors,
tha; do not come out of the theory. Such a model may n.jt look very good according to formal testing criteria,, say versus the unrestricted $vectorautoregressive
model,, even if it contains the right model elements. Alte:mative methods for
summarizing the ata and matAng the model with the data may be callled
for. These methods should also enable one, for example? to ascertain the sensitivity of the operating characteristics within ranges of values for parameters
that may differ substantially .~.crosseconomie& or with respect to tinning
tions or other factors that are part of the maintained hypothesis.
er case, models of economic agents’ maximizing behavior w,Duld
for the empiric;A work. If the only purpose is short-run preictions, howevea, it is not clear that much criuld be gained from the use! of ,such
els in comparison with the zipproach taken by Bomhoff. This is espec.ially
in an ~r~p~~rtant ay on future policy vari-
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Consider a maximizing model of the aggregate economy where the
relevar t state of the economy at time t can be summarized in a vector of variables S, (if 3ome variables with time subscript less tha:l t are needed for indexing
future preferences, tt:chnology, or information sets, rhest, variables are included
in St as well). Since distributional issues are not essential here, I shall use an
abstraction in which there is a large number of households that are all alike.
The household-specific state can then be denoted by st. Suppose now th<at one
of the decision rules that follow from maximization
the demand for money:

of households’ utility is

where Pt is the aggregate price level, and that this dezision rule is linear. At
the moment we shall assume that it was derived in the expectation that I‘uture
prices are given by q+i = PF+,&S,+$, and that the individu 1 understands the
law of motion of the aggregate economy.
If we aggregate across individuals, we get
%

=

D&St, k;)

.

Suppose now that the money supply is governed by a policy rule MS = M $St).
Then, the equilibrium price level must satisfy

D&S,,pt>= MfGSt)
,
that is, Pt ks some function P&S,>,. Only if the expectations,

on the basis of

which individuals’ decisions were made, are consistent ,-nrithwhat is obtained
from aggregation and market cle.aring do we have an equilibrium.
We know that if the monetary rule were to change, the coefficients of
the decision rules d, and of the corresponding aggregate money-demand func tion
D, would change because of the czffect on future prices.2 If agents thi

policy rule is likely to chang; agzlin

resulting

behavior

could be anything.

in the sense of having the elements
accura’te, estimates
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In such a situation,

even a good model,
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parameters,

would not be helpful in

making predictions.
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problems

making predictions

complicate

but also attem

not on y the use of economic
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theory
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from past data the effects

of government
policies on the economy. Good examples are the studies by
Barro (1977, 1978) of the e ‘ects of unanticipated
monetary shocks. These
shocks vH!erC:
defined

as the d

iations

from a monetary

growth rule estimated

for all for the entire sample period. Kantor (1979, p. 1432) argued
that it would be more in the spirit of rational expectations theory to use only
data up until psriod

I - 1 to determine

the unanticipated

monetary

shock in

eriod t.. I jvould disagree with this view a.;ld suggest !ht:4t Barre’s implicit hypothesis, nalnel y, that the predictable part GDf’
monetary policy has been stable
over the sample period,

was a reasonable

one for his purpose.

The reliability

of the results depends, of course, on how accurate this hypothesis is. It follows
from rn:j discussion above, however, that t;he procedure suggested by Kantor
is unlikely to bc of hItIp in guarding against it!; failure.
The methods in Bomhoff’s pant r represent more elaborate ways of
using data up until period t for making predictions about period t + I. 11do not
share Bomhoff’s optimism about the pctential usefulness of his model for
purpose5 other than sho:;t-run predictions, such as evaluation of alternative
(and credible) monetary policies. My reasons are implicit in the above discussion.
The paper may po!;sibly be suggestive to ,:c:onomists trying to incorporate
unobserYdble elements and learning ~roc:sses into models with maximizing
agents. Theories ba.sed on learning have been particularly useful in providing
insights on many phenomena
within cros+sectional
contexts. An example is
the work by Jovanovic ( 1979) in which WCrkers and firms learn the unobserved
worker-job match over t.ime. There are aggregate models with permanent and
transitor) shocks where only’ the sum is obser~able.~ Simple Kalman filtering
ethods can bc used for deternLning
the concliitional expectations
of these
s wlhen tleir variance.cova:riance
m; trix is known. If this matrix also
rning over time as in cmh~ff’s model of Type 2, then models
become dit’fic:ult to salvo,. In that case,
control is lost 4.

models,

In the last ten years or !GO,much of the work on aggregate equilibrium
inspired by the seminal papers by Lucas (1972, ;9975) and carried

further

by Barre (1970) and others, has dealt with the possible effects of various
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In most eq,uilibrium models, there is a sense in which learning has
already taken place. We usually impose upon agents knowledge of agents’
behavior in the aggregate and of autonomous
processes generating shocks.
Admittedly, such a degree of perrelction in underseanding the way the economy
works could realistically be obtained only after some learning. Rational learning
behavior of this kind, that is, abiiout the structure of the economy, is hard to
model, however. The difficulties in trying to model optimal learning about
hutonolmous processes are discussed in Sargent (198 1). Ore could also imagine
economic agents learning about the aggregate behavioral relations that are of
importance for their individual decisions. Th.is IS even harder to model rationally
because the aggregate of agents’ behavior will be the actual laws of motion that
they are trying to iearn about. 5 There m;y even appea:: to be a potential for
instability in this situation. For that reason, results are sometimes presented
suggesting that the economy, if it were located away frum the equilibrium laws
of motion, would tend towards the equilibrium under reasonable learning or
adjustment assumptions. This, in effect, is a check for stability and provides a
justification for the equilibrium concept being used in the model that is Confronted with the data6
Y.-
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orating learning

about the s ructure is difficult

ing to make progress in tha\t direction. At the
present time, however, while we are still searching for the more basic model
elements that are needed for explaining the variability and comovements of
output and other key aggregate vtiables, we are probably better off not at&
tempting to make such leaming about the structure an integral part of our
models other than perhaps the ones intended for unconditional forecasting.
elieve several of these comments also have relevanc:e for the
Webster ( 1982) appearing in this issue.
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